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Abstract
Hyper-velocity stars (HVS) are enigmatic objects because they are travelling so fast that they
escape from the Galaxy. Among hot subdwarfs, only one such star is known, the He-sdO
US 708. The Hyper-MUCHFUSS collaboration provided additional HVS candidates. Here we
revisit the fastest candidates including US 708 by analysing optical spectra and spectral energy
distributions using a new grid of tailored model atmospheres and report preliminary results. The
sample is dominated by H-rich subdwarfs and their distribution in the Kiel diagram appears to
be bimodal for the sdB stars but otherwise fits canonical evolutionary models well. Gaia’s
proper motion measurements allowed a precise kinematic investigation to be made. It turns out
that all previously proposed HVS candidates are actually bound to the Galaxy, except US 708.
The original candidate sample turns out to belong to an extreme halo population. The scarcity
of available observations of US 708 calls for space-based UV and IR photometry as well as high
precision radial velocity measurements.

1. The search for sdO stars in the SDSS and the discovery of the hyper-
velocity subdwarf US 708

Three hyper-velocity stars were discovered in 2005(Brown et al., 2005; Edelmann et al.,
2005) the second one (HVS 2) turned out to be a He-sdO star (Hirsch et al., 2005, see Fig.
1). This serendipitous discovery came from the diploma project of Heiko Hirsch in Bamberg
(Hirsch, 2006) who was given the task to search for sdO stars in the SDSS spectral data release
4. By visual inspection of 13 000 colour-selected targets he discovered 118 sdO stars, ≈50%
turned out to be helium-rich (He-sdOs). SDSSJ093320.86+441705.4 stood out from the rest
by its very high radial velocity (see Fig. 2). No contribution of hydrogen Balmer lines to the
He II Pickering series is detectable. The strength of the nitrogen lines indicates that US 708
belongs to the N-subclass of He-sdO stars(Stroeer et al., 2007). well above the local Galactic
escape velocity. Follow-up spectroscopy at the Keck telescope confirmed the radial velocity
measurement (Hirsch et al., 2005), proving that the star is unbound to the Galaxy. The star was
first mentioned as a faint blue object in a deep photographic survey of Kapteyn’s field SA 29
by Usher et al. (1982) and, henceforth, has been referred to as US 708, accordingly. The search
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Figure 1: KECK LRIS spectrum of the He-sdO US 708. Note the large redshift of the spectral
lines (Hirsch, 2006). Reproduced with permission by H. Hirsch.

Figure 2:
Distribution of
radial velocities
of a sample
of sdO stars
from the SDSS
(Hirsch, 2006).
Reproduced
with permission
by H. Hirsch.

for hot subdwarfs stars was then intensified (Hirsch et al., 2007) and the HYPER-MUCHFUSS
project was launched to identify the fastest ones (Tillich et al., 2011).

Further studies focused on the place of origin and the ejection mechanism. When hyper-
velocity stars were first discovered (Brown et al., 2005), ejection by tidal disruption of a binary
by the supermasssive black hole in the Galactic centre was readily suggested as ejection mech-
anism (Hills, 1988). Proper motion measurements are required to calculate the tangential ve-
locity. However, ground-based data were mostly too inaccurate to be useful. Nevertheless, for
US 708 Geier et al. (2015a) derived sufficiently precise proper motions using Pan-STARRS data
to trace back the trajectory of US 708 to the Galactic plane. They could exclude the Galactic
centre at the 5 sigma level of significance, but suggest an origin in the Galactic plane. This ex-
cludes the Hills mechanism and called for an alternative ejection scenario. Geier et al. (2015a)
suggested that US 708 is the surviving companion in a double detonation binary supernova sce-
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nario. Helium mass transfer from the He-sdO to a C/O white dwarf companion began when the
binary orbital period decreased to P<20 min. Helium accumulates at the surface of the white
dwarf until a thermonuclear explosion of the helium layer sets in which then triggers the explo-
sion of the C/O core, creating a SN Ia event. The surviving companion (US 708) was ejected
travelling beyond the escape velocity from the Galaxy. The loss of a significant amount of en-
velope mass had reduced the mass of US 708 to just 0.3M⊙. Neunteufel (2020) revisited the
binary supernova model making use of Gaia data. His investigations suggested that the most
likely current mass of US 708 lies between 0.34 M⊙ and 0.37 M⊙ in a Chandrasekhar-mass
SN event, significantly higher than the mass of 0.3 M⊙ assumed by Geier et al. (2015a). An
observational determination of the mass for US 708 is still pending.

In the course of the Hyper-MUCHFUSS project, candidates were selected based on unusu-
ally high RVs and proper motions. Because the latter taken from various catalogs can be notori-
ously incorrect, proper motions were derived individually from photographic plates (e.g. Tillich
et al., 2011; Ziegerer et al., 2017). This led to the discovery of a dozen candidate HVS subd-
warfs including the He-sdO SDSSJ205030.39-061957.8 (J2050-063) spectroscopically similar
to US 708 (Ziegerer et al., 2017). Németh et al. (2016) discovered a binary sdB star and argued
that it may originate from a tidally destroyed satellite galaxy.

2. Gaia – the game changer
Gaia’s second data release became a game changer, because precise proper motions became

available for all of the several hundreds of HVS candidates of various spectral types suggested in
the literature. The new results were sobering, because almost all candidates selected from high
tangential velocities were eliminated by the Gaia astrometry (Boubert et al., 2018). Essentially,
we are left with the about 4 dozen HVS discovered from their exceedingly high RVs.

2.1. US 708 in the Gaia era

Gaia DR2 provided proper motions of superior quality to the ones used by Geier et al.
(2015a). To calculate the tangential motion the distance is required as well. Since Gaia can
not provide the parallax of US 708 to a sufficient precision, we studied its spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED) to derive the angular diameter and the reddening based on the atmospheric
parameters from (Geier et al., 2015a). To derive the spectrophotmetric distance we adopt the
low mass predicted by the binary supernova scenario.

We constructed the SED (see Fig. 3) by collecting photometry from various data bases
and fitted them with synthetic SEDs (for details see Heber et al., 2018) to derive the angular
diameter of the star of log(Θ(rad)) = −12.152±0.009 as well as the interstellar reddening by
E(B−V ) = 0.041± 0.015 mag. Combining these results with the surface gravity of log g =

5.69±0.09 derived by Geier et al. (2015a) places US 708 at 8.2 ± 1 kpc, if its mass is 0.3 M⊙
or 10.3 ± 1.2 kpc if its mass were canonical (0.47 M⊙).

The place of origin in the Galactic disk is determined by integrating the equation of mo-
tion in a Galactic potential (for details see Irrgang et al., 2013) back to the last disk crossing.
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Figure 3: US 708: comparison of
synthetic (solid gray) and observed
photometry (blue: Gaia EDR3; yel-
low Pan-STARRS DR1, red: SDSS
DR12). The top panel shows the
SED. The colored data points are
filter-averaged fluxes that were con-
verted from observed magnitudes;
the solid gray line represents the
best fitting model. The flux is mul-
tiplied by the wavelength to the
power of three. The bottom panel
shows the residuals, χ , i.e. the dif-
ference between synthetic and ob-
served magnitudes divided by the
corresponding uncertainties.
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Figure 4: Fit of a SDSS spectrum of J2050-063. The red line is the best fitting synthetic
spectrum. The lower panel gives the residual χ .

Today’s best velocity estimates for US 708 based on Gaia’s DR2 are a Galactic restframe ve-
locity of vgrf=994 km s−1, and an ejection velocity from the Galactic disk of vej,disk=897 km s−1

(Neunteufel, 2020). These values are somewhat lower than those found by Geier et al. (2015a)
which relaxes the tension on the binary supernova ejection model, which remains a viable sce-
nario.

2.2. The fastest hot subdwarfs revisited

In an ongoing project we also revisit the fastest hot subdwarf stars from the MUCHFUSS
project (Geier et al., 2015b) starting with new spectroscopic analyses, and adding spectropho-
tometric as well as kinematic analyses.

2.2.1. Quantitative spectral analysis: New model grid & analysis strategy

A new grid of atmospheric models has become available that replaces the LTE grid of Heber
et al. (2000). It uses a hybrid LTE/NLTE approach (for details see Przybilla et al., 2011; Irrgang
et al., 2021). The temperature–density stratification is calculated using Kurucz’ ATLAS12 code
for an average subdwarf chemical composition. DETAIL and SURFACE were used to calculate
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Figure 5: Position of
the fastest hot sub-
dwarfs in the Kiel
(Teff–log g) diagram.
H-rich objects are
marked in blue, eHe-
sdO and iHe-sdO stars
are shown in magenta
and red, respectively.
The four sdOs of solar
He content are marked
as black symbols, two
of which are very
hot (≈60kK) and
evolved. The zero age
EHB and evolution-
ary tracks are from
Dorman et al. (1993)
for [Fe/H]=-2.29. The
dashed-dotted line
marks the helium main
sequence.

NLTE departure coefficients for H and He and synthesise the spectrum. The global fitting
procedure of Irrgang et al. (2014) replaces the selective ones previously used.

We use these models and the analysis strategy to re-analyse the spectra of the fastest hot
subdwarfs from the MUCHFUSS project. As an example we show the fit of a single SDSS
spectrum of the US708 twin SDSSJ205030.39-061957.8 in Fig. 4. The sample is dominated by
hydrogen-rich sdB stars plus a dozen helium-rich sdO stars. Interestingly, nine of them belong
to the intermediate He-sdO subclass. The results are shown in the Kiel (Teff–log g) diagram
(Fig. 5). As can be seen the sdB stars form two groups; a relatively cool group at Teff=20. . . 25
kK and a hotter one at Teff=28. . . 35 kK.

2.2.2. Kinematics

High precision proper motions were provided by the early third data release of Gaia (Lin-
degren et al., 2021). As for US 708 the stars are too far away for Gaia parallaxes to be useful.
Therefore, spectroscopic distances were calculated in a similar way as for US 708 (see Sect.
2.1 and Fig. 3). The SEDs were constructed and analysed to derive the angular diameters and
interstellar extinctions. The distances are then calculated from the spectroscopically determined
surface gravities adopting the canonical mass of 0.47 M⊙. Radial velocities from the spectral
fits were added to derive the space velocity vector. The resulting Galactic restframe velocities
are lower than the local Galactic escape velocities indicating that no star of the sample is un-
bound to the Galaxy. It is, therefore, likely, that the stars belong to an old halo population. In
order to test this conclusion we compare their space velocity to predictions from Milky Way
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Figure 6: The Toomre di-
agram for the sample stars
(red crosses with 1 σ error
bars): the velocity compo-
nent V is measured in the
direction of Galactic rota-
tion, U towards the Galac-
tic centre, and W per-
pendicular to the Galac-
tic plane. The Sun is
marked by a yellow ⊙.
Contours (3σ , from Robin
et al. (2003)) mark the
thin disk (blue), thick disk
(magenta), and halo popu-
lation (red).

models (Robin et al., 2003) in the Toomre diagram (Fig. 6). Indeed, the distribution of stars
is consistent with halo membership. US 708 remains the only known HVS star among hot
subdwarfs.

3. Conclusion
We present preliminary results from an ongoing extensive spectroscopic, spectrophotomet-

ric, and kinematic analysis of the fastest hot subdwarfs of the MUCHFUSS project including the
hyper-velocity subdwarf US 708. Gaia’s proper motion measurements confirmed that US 708
can not originate from the Galactic centre and, therefore, Hills’ slingshot mechanism can be ex-
cluded. The revised space velocities of US 708 are somewhat smaller than previously estimated
relaxing the tension on the binary supernova ejection model for US 708 (Geier et al., 2015a;
Neunteufel, 2020).

The sample is dominated by H-rich subdwarfs and its distribution in the Kiel diagram
appears to be bimodal for the sdB stars but otherwise fits canonical evolutionary models well.
Except US 708 all stars turn out to be bound to the Galaxy. Their distribution in the kinematic
Toomre diagram reveals that it is a sample of halo stars. Despite of its uniqueness, observations
of US 708 are scarce. Photometry is available in the optical regime only. Ultraviolet as well as
infrared photometry is still lacking to characterise the star. This calls for HST observations for
the UV and JWST for the IR. No high precision radial velocity measurements are available to
test RV variability.
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